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The ma jor purpose of thi s study wa s to determine 
the effectivene s s  of computer as s i sted in struct i on 
in the mathematics clas sroom .  Mathemati c s  a chievement 
scores of Chapter I students receiving on ly traditiona l 
in struct ion were compared to mathematics achievement 
scores of Chapter I s tudents using computer a s s i sted 
instruction . Chapter I student s f rom grades 9 ,  10, 
11, and 12 at Fu lton Hi gh School, Knoxvi lle, Tennes see, 
were chosen . Form J of the Metropolitan In structiona l 
Mathemati cs Test wa s admini stered to establ i sh the 
initial leve l  of students' mathematical achi evement . 
Thi rty-s i x  students were in the control group and 18 
we re in the exper imenta l group . The 18 student s in 
the experimental group uti li zed computers in mathematics 
instruction and the 36 student s in the control group did 
not use computers . To control for variat ion, each group 
wa s taught by the same teacher, used the same textbooks, 
curriculum guide and materia l s . Both groups were te sted 
after a 13-we�k proqram by the Metropolitan In structiona l 
Mathematics Test, Form J .  The s core s  of both the computer 
a s s i sted instruction group and the contro l group were com­
pared by using an Anal ys i s  of Covariance . The results of 
thi s analys i s  indicated that computer a s s i sted in struction 
i i i  
did not result in s ignif i cant gains in mathemati cs 
achievement of Chapter I s tudents . 
iv 
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The pro fes s ion o f  education has undergone many 
recent changes . The mos t  dramatic change has come from the 
use and influence of computer s  on today's educational 
soc i ety . One author has embodi ed the affect of the s e  
changes wi th the fol lowi ng comment : 
Although everything in our dai ly �ives s eems 
much the same from one day to the next, change s 
under the s urface s o f  life ' s  routine s are occur­
ring at almost unimaginab le speeds . Nothi ng 
symboli zes the se changes more richly or w i l l  be 
vi ewed by hi s tory more si gni ficantly than the 
computer .  As a socie ty, we are moving f rom the 
o ld to the new and are caught be tween a predomi­
nate ly indus trali zed era and a new emerging orde r . 
Amid the tr ials of the pres ent, the res tructuring 
of soci ety proceeds unre le ntingly, and the 
educationa l sys tem w i l l  have to adj us t  to meet 
the needs of those who mus t  func tion in the new 
i nformation environment (Norton, 1 9 8 3 ) . 
Computer s  have had a great impact on educat ion in the 
pas t  five years . An example o f  this impact is the tre-
mendous growth of mi crocompute rs in the tradi tional clas s -
room . According to a 1 9 8 2  survey by Market Data Re trieval 
( Petty, 1 9 8 4 ) , 58% of the class rooms in the nation' s 
schoo ls had at least one computer, a fi gure l ikely to 
increase . An immedi a te demand for the mos t  modern and 
e f fectual methods of instruction has evolved as a result o f  
the h igh ly technologi cal world we are creating . Society 
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has demanded that the s chool graduate s tudents with 
marketable career s k i l l s  so they can funct ion in today' s 
market p lace . Clements and Gul lio ( 1 9 8 4 )  s tate " th i s  need 
is evidenced by the fact that today's high s choo l graduates 
have a h igher unemployment rate than any in the pas t , 
independent of the e conomic health o f  the country . "  The 
incorporation of microcomputers a s  ins tructional aids i s  
one viab l e  way educators are trying to meet thes e  demands . 
However , the integration o f  microcomputer s  into the tra­
diti onal classroom i s  no s imple task , a�d validating 
studie s have not kept p ace wi th the actual uses of com­
puter s  a s  aids to instruction . At time s , educators have 
relied on CAI research or the evaluations of large CAI 
proj ects ( Kears ley , Hunter ,  and Seide l , 1 9 8 3 )  to j us t i fy 
the purchase of CAI in thei r  s chool sys tems . Howeve r ,  
there are maj or differences between pas t CAI research and 
s tudies and the current microcomputer s  which make such 
j us t i f ications unstab le . Educators should be aware of the 
ma j or differences s ince thi s new generation o f  micro­
computers i s  saturating the cla s s room at an overwhe lming 
pace . 
According to Rawitsch ( 1 9 8 2 ) in Minnes ota , over 9 5 %  
o f  the state' s public colleges and schoo l di stricts are 
using the computer in instruction . Richard Hooper ' s  ( 1 9 8 4 )  
research on the Tenne ssee Computer Library Pi lot indicated 
that other states besides Minnesota have become active in 
applying the computer to educational prob lems . Among 
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thes e  are North Carolina , Pennsylvania , F lorida , Montana , 
Virgini a , New York , Texa s , and Tenne s see . Decreasing cos t  
has made computer purchas e s  b y  school systems a realistic 
option . Thi s decrease has occurred because of the increased 
competi tion between manufacturers as we l l  a s  advancing 
technology . Thi s  i s  evident when the App le Computer 
Corporation of fered to s e l l  to the s tate of Tennes see 5,200 
Apple IIe microcomputers for a mere $7 3 3  each ( King , 1 9 8 4 ) . 
Therefore , such reduced cos t  of equipment , along with new 
software and increased interest by the s tudent s , teache r s , 
and profe s sional education inter e s t  group s , has led to a 
prol i feration of computer instruction . 
The ef fectivene s s  of CAI has been heavi ly researched 
over the past 10- 20 year s . Thirty-two CAI studies were 
examined by Edwards e t  a l . ( 19 7 5 )  concerning d i f ferent 
grade leve ls a nd subject areas . They dis cove red the 
fol lowing: 
1 .  When CAI was provi ded with traditional 
ins tructi on , thi s  ins truction was more e f fective than 
traditional ins truction by itse l f . 
· 2 .  �vhen CAI was used in the p l ace of tradi tiona! 
instruction , there was no apparent advantage for e ither CAI 
or traditional instruction . 
3 .  When CAI was used in some s tudies , it was more 
effective than traditional ins truction , but in other 
s tudies was no more effective than traditional 
ins truction . 
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4 .  When CAI was used , less  time was taken by 
s tudents to learn ( formu lated from nine s tudie s )  , although 
the retention may not have been so strong as if other 
traditiona l  methods had been used . 
5 .  When CAI is used , lower ability s tudents may 
benefit more than average s tudents. 
More recent research pub lished by computer oriented 
periodical s  have agreed with thes e  earlier findings 
( Bracey , 1 9 82) ; Chambers and Spreche r , 1 9 80; Thomas , 1 9 82 ) . 
To a great extent the s e  findings report that CAI provided 
equal or better achievement in less time , along with 
encouraging a positive s tudent reaction , e specia lly with 
below aver age s tudents . 
Meta-analysis was applied by Kulik e t  a l . ( 1 9 8 3 )  to 
51 evaluations of CAI in grade s six through twe lve . There 
was not a strong relationship between the de sign features 
and the findings . However ,  when CAI was compared with 
traditional ins truction thes e  resu lts were noted: 
1 .  The use of CAI raised final examination scores 
. 32 s tandard deviations or from the 50th to the 6 3 rd 
percentile , based on 4 8  s tudie s . 
2 .  CAI clas s e s  showed a retention of follow-up 
exams over the course of several months by . 1 7 standard 
deviations, bas ed on five s tudie s . 
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3 .  CAI clas s e s  were more positive in attitude 
toward the sub j ect matter, based on 1 8  s tudie s, while les s 
time was taken to lcearn by s tudents in CAI classes, based 
on two s tudies .  
However, these studie s exhibited maj or difference s 
in methodology from current approaches available with the 
use of microcomputer s . Therefore, some of the se previous 
findings are not reliable by today's s tandards . There 
are three probable reasons for this difference . 
Firs t, mos t  of the previous CAI s tudie s were only 
evaluating the computer as a piece of hardware being intro­
duced into an educational s etting . Kulik e t  al . ( 1 9 8 3 )  
found that the needs of the s tudents being s tudied were 
being met by loca lly produced software . A combination of 
trained personne l a long with specia l hardware and software 
were the independent variab les of those past efforts . 
Only specifical ly trained educators were used to teach 
CAI , because the termina l s  used by the s tudents were 
connected to large mainframe s ( Magidson, 1 9 7 8 ) . Today, 
a lmo s t  any clas s room teacher or aide can use CAI on micro­
computers with commercial ly prepared software . 
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Second , mos t  of the se early experiments concerning 
CAI were made pos sible through federal funds , conceptual 
demons trations or prototypes ( Ke ar s ley , Hunter ,  and S eide l , 
1 9 8 3 ) . Thes e  are not the typical se ttings for CAI in 
traditional cla s srooms . 
Final ly , before microcomputer s , CAI was given in 
labs s pecifically designed for computer s ( Chambers and 
Sprecher , 1 9 80) . However , today ' s  CAI is generally given 
in cl a s srooms attended by every s tudent , complete with 
the dis tractions ,  nois e s , and events that occur in 
clas s rooms . 
S tatement of the Problem 
This research a s s e s s ed the effectivene s s  of 
computer a s sisted ins truction imp lemented through the u s e  
* of microcomputers within Chap ter I mathematics clas s e s  
under a s  normal cla s s room conditions as pos s ible . The 
ins tructional goal was to as sist low achieving Chapter I 
s tudents in grades 9 through 1 2  to attain mas tery of 
certain basic s kil l s  in mathematics . 
The following null hypothe sis was te s ted at the . 0 5 
leve l of significance: There is no s ignificant difference 
in the mean score , as mea sured by the Metropo litan 
* See Definition of Terms . 
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Mathematics I n structional T e s t , between Chapter I students 
receiving traditional instruction ( control g roup ) and 
those receiving traditional ins tr uction supp lemented with 
computer a s sis ted ins truction ( experimental g roup ) . 
Procedure s 
The s amples for this s tudy were ninth , tenth , 
e leventh , and twe l fth grade Chapter I s tudents at Fulton 
High Schoo l ( Knoxville City Schoo l s , Tenne s s e e ) .  The 
s tudents who were involved in the Chapter I p rogram had 
f ailed to achieve 80% of grade level ob j ective s  on the 
Knoxville Basic Skil ls Te s t  ( grades 1- 9 ) , or f ailed to 
demonstrate proficiency on the S tate Proficiency Tes t  
( grade s 10- 1 2 )  . The clas s e s  were randomly a s s igned to one 
of the two group s . 
The design used in this study was a prete s t­
pos ttes t  contro l design . This de sign was chosen becaus e  
i t  was e s sential to obtain a pretreatment measure in order 
to evaluate the e f fect of the treatment .  The Metropo litan 
Mathematics Ins tructional Te s t , Form J ,  was adminis tered 
as the prete s t  and pos tte s t  to both the experimental and 
contro l group . 
A prete s t  was given to e s tablish the initia l  
leve l o f  the s tudent s ' mathematical achievement . During 
the 1 3 -week treatment ,  one group utilized computers in 
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math ins truction and the other g roup did not. To control 
for variation in ins truction , each group was taught by the 
s ame teacher and used the s ame textbooks , curriculum 
guide and other materia l s . 
According to preset guide lines each student in the 
treatment group was scheduled to work on the computer at 
least twenty minutes per c las s .  Schedules and time sheets 
were maintained in order to maximize comp liance with 
e stab lished guide lines ( see Appendix C )  . 
Both the control and treatment groups were pres ented 
e ach day with the daily ins tructional obj ective . The 
teacher then went on to explain the concept to be learned 
that day . The control group worked practice prob lems from 
the textbook . The treatment group worked practice 
prob lems through the use of the computer . 
At the end of the 1 3 -week period , a pos tte s t  was 
given to both groups to determine the ending leve l of 
their achievement . The s cores of the computer a s sisted 
instruction group and the noncomputer a s sis ted ins truction 
group were compared by using an Analysis of Covariance . 
Assumptions 
In this study , the following as sumptions were made: 
1 .  The Metropo litan Mathematic s Instructional 
Tes t ,  Form J ,  is an accurate ins trument to me as ure math 
� 
concep ts covered in the s tudy . 
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2 .  All phas es of adminis te ring the e xpe riment we re 
carried out under uniform classroom conditions . 
3 .  Al l tre atment material was unders tood by a l l  
sub j ects . 
4. S ub j ects responded hone s t ly and to their be s t  
j udgment during the s tudy . 
5 .  Giving the s ame te s t  as a pretes t  and pos tte s t  
i s  not considered to b e  a maj or threat to the exte rnal 
va lidity of the s tudy because of the time factor . 
6 .  The teacher who is in charge of a l l  the clas s e s  
was knowledgeable of the research de sign . This did not 
encourage him to increase or better facilitate his own 
instructional efforts .  
Limitations 
1 .  Design considerations did not determine the 
number of s tudents in either experimental or control 
clas se s . The s chool adminis tration and individual 
scheduling needs were the de te rmining factors . 
2 .  Computer as sis ted instruction time per student 
was influenced by individual abs enteeism , competing s chool 
activities ,  as we ll a s  individual teaching decisions . 
De limitations 
1 .  Each individua l had unlimited acc e s s  to a 
single computer unit . No sharing of computer s  occurred .  
2 .  The use of commercial and noncommercial 
software was utilized in this s tudy . 
Definition of Terms 
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For the purpo ses of this s tudy , the fol lowing terms 
were defined : 
CAI . (Computer As sis ted Instruc tion ) . Instruc-
tiqna l materia l  presented by a microcomputer with 
interac tion between the s tudent and computer . 
Chapter I .  A 1 9 6 5  federal program which provides 
financial a s s is tance to local s choo l  dis tric t s  in planning 
and operating special programs for educationally deprived 
s tudents . The basic goa l of the Chapter I r emedia l 
program is to identify student academic deficiencie s and 
provide an individualized program to mee t  the special 
educ ational needs of each child . 
Computer Program . A comp le te set of ins tructions 
whos e  main purpos e  is to tell a computer how to do some­
thing . It contain s all the nece s s ary directions to fulfil l 
its purpos e . 
Dril l and Practice Programs . A program used to 
practice material already s tudied . 
Experimental Group . A group in which the normal 
curriculum is s upplemented with CAI . 
1 1  
I ns tructiona l Game . A program in which educational 
goals are achieved through competition and a score. 
Microcomputer . ( S ome times referre d to as a per­
s onal computer . }  A general purpose comp ute r ·of sma l l  size 
and low cos t  cap ab l e  of p roces sing o r  manipulating data , 
graphics or words . I t  has the ability to store and 
retrieve informat·ion . This includes the computer ,  a dis k  
drive and monitor .  
PLATO . ( Program Logic for Automatic Teaching 
Operations . }  A s et of CAI programs cre ate d  by Contro l  Data 
Corporation avai lab le for microcompute r s . 
Simulation P rogram . A program that a l low s  a student 
to create a real or imaginary situation . 
TICCI T . ( Time Shared I nteractive Comp uter Con­
trolled I nformation Television . }  A set of CAI p rograms 
deve loped at the University of Texas and B righam Young 
University which are s tored on mainframe computers . 
TIM . ( Tenne s s ee Ins tructional Mode l }  . A pres cribed 
ins tructional les son de sign used by teacher s  for their 
les son planning . 
Software . A computer program or a set of computer 
p rograms , s tored on diskette usua l ly including an 
instructional manua l . 
Traditional Ins truction . Ins tructional material 
pre sented by a teacher , making use of textbooks , chalk­
boards , verba l discus sion , and pencil and paper . 
Tutoria l . A program of ins truction used to teach 
or reinforce new concepts with practice mate ria l . 
Organization of the S tudy 
The remaining four chapters of this s tudy are 
organized in the fo llowing way: 
1 2  
Chapter I I  contains a review o f  literature re levant 
to the s tudy . Chapter I I I  des cribes the experime ntal 
design and proce dures of the s tudy . Chap te r I V  contains a 
p res entation and analysis o f  the data co l lected in the 
s tudy . Chapter V s ummarizes the experime nt and pres ents 
conclusions and recommendations for further s tudy . 
CHAPTER I I  
REVIEW OF RELATED LI TERATURE AND RESEARCH 
The report of literature review will encompass four 
areas . I nformation pertaining to as s e t s  of computer 
assis ted ins truction in the cla s s room wil l  be pre se nte d  
firs t .  The s e cond s ection wil l present a review of the 
educational learning s trategies and theorie s as sociated 
with the role of compute r  assis te d  instruction . Views on 
e ffective and efficient s oftware evaluation wil l  comprise 
the third section . The last section wil l pertain to 
computer a s s is ted mode s such a s  tutoria l s , demonstration s , 
and simulations for use in clas sroom ins truction . 
Introduction 
During the 1 9 60s , there wa s little interaction 
between s tudents in a given curriculum and computers . 
However ,  the curriculum that was using computers was 
mathematics . A few math teacher s  te s ted and utilized CAI 
on large timesharing computer termina ls . Through their 
innovation and initiative the fir st large - scale CAI 
proj ect s  were in mathematics . These math pro j ects were 
also ins trumental in discovering the compute r ' s  vast 
potential for other areas in education ( Ke lman e t  a l . , 
1 9 8 3 ) . 
1 3  
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Now , with the advent o f  new computer techno logy and 
a new generation of s oftware , a new computer age is dawning . 
The compute r  i s  becomi ng more than a too l for educators; 
i t  is becomi ng a part of the educational proce s s . The 
compute r is not the late s t  in audiovi sual equipment b ut i t  
i s  a device that has the potenti a l  to change what i s  be ing 
taught and the methods us ed to teach . Wi th thi s  in mind , 
i t  i s  up to the mathematics te achers who have been involved 
from the beginning of CAI to p lay a maj or ro le in finding 
and us i ng that potential ( Kelman et a l . ,  1 9 8 3 ) . 
Ass e t s  of Computer As si sted I ns truction 
Compute r a s si s te d  ins truction ( CAI ) i s  us ually 
defined a s  ins tructional material presented by a compute r 
wi th i nteraction between the s tudent and compute r .  I t  can 
be s ai d  that modern- day CAI originated in the early 1 9 60s 
on large mainframe s .  The s e  mainframe s we re us ually 
located at large universi ti e s . Most of the CAI programs 
used today on microcomputers in some way or another e volved 
from the se mainframe programs ( Ke lman et a l . ,  1 9 83 ) . 
Contrary to many CAI experts , Lewi s ( 1 9 83) believed 
there was an abundance of quality educational programs 
s tored at many of the se i ns ti tutions of h i gher le arning 
which were not being uti lized . Many of thes e  systems were 
deve loped by P LATO of Control Data Corporation and by a 
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sys tem cal le d  TICCIT authored b y  Brigham Y oung Univer sity 
( Judd , 1 9 8 4 ) . Using audio and vis ua l  means the se programs 
provided the teacher with a delivery system that emp loyed 
many CAI mode s  s uch as tutorial , dril l  and p ractice , a nd 
simul ation ( Sp littge rbe r ,  1 9 7 9 ) . 
PLATO was a teacher-cente red ins tructional approach 
system . I n  this approach the teacher had ful l  control of 
the p rogram with such things a s  pacing , grading , and 
s cheduling (Bunderson , 1 9 8 1 ) . The PLATO s ys tem had two 
primary goals . They wer e : 
1 .  Create comp uter hardware and s oftware 
specifically for educational purposes . 
2.  Deve lop a sys tem as cheap ly as pos sib le which 
could ins truct a s  many learne r s  a s  pos sib le o n  a wide 
range of s ub j ects ( Dennis , 1 9 8 4 ) . 
PLATO is s till used today in the United S tates and 
several other countries by people of all age s with different 
learning abilities and goals . I t  is a l s o  used to reach 
individual s  with s pe cial needs and physica l disabilitie s 
such as b lindnes s  ( De nnis , 1 9 8 4 ) . 
TI CCI T was different from other p rograms at the time 
because it combined components from exis ting s ys tems and 
designed another unique s ys tem specifical ly for educational 
ins tructional application ( Hofmeis te r ,  1 9 8 4 ) . 
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T I CCIT was a s tudent-centered ins tructional app roach 
system. With the us e of this s tudent-oriented approach , 
the machine , the books and the te acher served as a guidance 
res ource for the s tudent ( Bunde rs on , 1 9 8 1 ) . This program 
was large ly based on ins tructional theorems and hypoth e s e s  
i n  the area o f  concepts and learning . Rule s ,  examp le s , 
p ractice and he lp were the main components of this program 
( B underson , 1 9 8 1 )  • B ecaus e of the influence of these main­
frame programs and the technological advancement of micro­
computers , ther e  has been a resur gence of CAI in the fie ld 
of education .  
Why this CAI resurgence ? Magid son ( 1 9 7 8 ) claimed 
that rese arch has shown that there are many e ducational 
as sets to be gained by CAI not pos sib le with traditional 
instruction . He lis ts five s uch as sets : 
1 .  CAI simulates expe riences and has the ability to 
personalize as we l l  as individualize instructiona l 
proce s s e s . 
2 .  CAI encourage s  s tudents to become active in 
their le arning while it serves as tutor , text and tes t .  
3 .  CAI prevents s t udents from going to more 
advanced leve ls until they have shown mas te ry , as we l l  as 
le tting them work at their own pace . 
4 .  CAI provides summaries of achieveme nt and 
immediate feedback and keeps the s tudents informed on their 
progres s .  
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5 .  CAI al low s  s tudents to review previous 
instruction, ask for he lp, or go on to enrichment acti vi ­
ties , thus giving them a contro l over their learning . 
Bunderson ( 1 98 1 )  reported that in the las t  twenty 
ye ars research has shown that CAI can be use d  a s  a s trate gy 
to achi eve three bas i c  educational obj ective s : 
1 .  Memory of simp le ski l l s ;  
2 .  Concepts and rule learning; 
3 .  Integration o f  ski l l s  and integration o f  ski l l s  
and concepts . 
The memory o f  s imp le ski l l s  de als wi th the stimulus ­
respons e procedure . A term i s  presented and then the te rm 
i s  given again a s  a response through reca ll and reco gni tion . 
The concept and rule learning ob j ective invo lves the 
app l i ca tion o f  a procedural rule to a certain s i tuation . 
The i ntegration o f  ski l ls ob j ective invo lves the se lection 
and integration o f  a number o f  concepts and rules invo lving 
a certain cas e . 
Herriott ( 1 98 2) claimed that CAI can : 
1 .  Provide one- to-one informati on wi th a general ly 
high rate of succes s ;  
2.  Provide for ins truction and material within the 
program that i s  not evident to the s tudent, s uch a s  
remedial or enrichment ins truction; 
3 .  Allow the s tudent to progre s s  at the best rate 
for him/her , whi le keeping track of hi s/her p rogres s  as 
needed; 
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4 .  By direct disp lay , supply information retri eva l , 
provide support by means o f  audio and visual devices l i nked 
to the computer ,  and can a l s o  refer s tudents to source s for 
o ther mediums . 
Holmes (1 98 2) s tated : 
The computer can provide mainl ine i n s truction 
and in so doing supplant , in whole or in part , tra­
di tional modes of ins truction; such as the book or 
teacher . The computer i s  qui te ab le to provide the 
learner wi·th i nformation via a s traightforward 
presentation of data , or a tutorial approach in 
which the s tudent is te s ted on hi s/her comprehens ion 
as the program progre s se s . 
C lements and Gul lo ( 198 4 )  lis ted four p os it ive 
character i s tics of CAI . 
1 .  CAI provi des alte rnati ve s e ri es o f  s equenced 
experiences as we l l  as di f ferent path s  for s tudents to 
e xplor e . 
2 .  CAI o f fe r s  indi vi duali s tic i ndependent pacing . 
3 .  CAI provi des control le d , relevant , imme di ate 
reinforcement . 
4 .  CAI p rovides a degree o f  mas tery by evaluating 
a student ' s  perfo rmance accurate ly and swi ftly . 
Spitler and Corgan ( 1 9 7 9 )  claimed that CAI can 
provide innumerab le benefits for teacher and learner . 
. . 
They s tate, " The s l ow or remedial s tudent can have a 
tutorial aid availab le which can provide the individual 
assis t ance needed; the bright s tudent who clearly needs 
some higher- leve l work is provided chal leng e s ;  and the 
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teacher has a tes t  monitor which provides te s ts at proper 
interva ls . " 
The key to e ffective ly utilizing the a s sets o f  CAI 
toward meeting the needs of our education sys tem is the 
teachers . Their lack o f  education or intere s t  in the 
fie ld o f  CAI guarantees f ailure . 
Learning Theorie s and S trategie s As s ociated 
with Computer As sis ted Instruction 
Because o f  the American educational philosophy, 
" Exce l lence f or Al l," school s  have been manda ted to pro-
vide courses, activities and response s  that prepare s tu-
dents to meet the demands of s ociety ( Gwyn and Chase, 
1 9 6 9 ) . As s ociety change s, s o  do the demands o f  the 
educational s ys tem . S triving for this exce llence has 
caused a lot of controver s y, confusion, and debate . Mos t  
o f  this conf lict has been between the schoo l  and educa-
tiona! theory ( Gwyn and Chase, 1 9 6 9 ) . The greates t  con-
f lict between s trategie s and theory in the las t  ten years 
has been concerned with CAI . When deve loping and 
designing any CAl program , a variety of educational 
s trategies and learning theories should be unders tood . 
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Even though CAI is not new , only recently, through the 
advent of the microcomputer, has its use been made feasib l e  
for all schools to take advantage of and utilize this 
learning tool . 
Gagne e t  al . ( 1 98 1 )  s tated, " One o f  the fir s t  s tep s 
in designing CAl, so as to take advantage of princip le s o f  
learning derived from theory and research, i s  to categorize 
the type of learning outcome . "  They exp lained that this 
is done in two ways: 
1 .  Examining the target of a l e s s on; 
2.  Identifying what type of performance is expected 
of the learner after he or she has learned ( le arner outcome s) . 
Gagne e t  a l . ( 1 98 1 )  also described five learning 
outcomes tha t  have been re searched which are mos t  likely 
to be aimed for CAI ins truction . They are : 
1 .  Verba l  Information . This consis t s  o f  meaningful 
know ledge, which reca l led as words and sentences ,  include s 
names ,  labe ls, and organized bodies o f  semantical ly re lated 
propositions . These are found in both oral and printed 
connected discourse . 
2.  De fined Concept . This consis ts o f  concept s  that 
can be identified by showing or te l ling the rule that 
de fine s them . 
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3 .  Concrete Concept .  When a learner has acquired 
a concrete concept ,  he has learned to identify ins tances of 
an object ' s  property , such as 11round , .. of an object , such 
as 11Ceiling , " of an event , such as " turning , .. or of a 
spatial direction , such as 11Up . " 
4 .  Rule . Learners have acquired a rule when they 
can demonstrate application to one or more ins tance s which 
were previous ly unencountered . 
5 .  Problem Solving. When a learner can so lve a 
nonroutine problem with previously learned rules , he has 
acquired problem solving . 
Once the learning outcome has been identified it is 
neces sary for the CAI designer to develop a program which 
will ·stimulate learning to achieve these outcomes . Wade 
( 1 9 8 1 )  explained that research of learning theory has indi­
cated that there are nine internal proce s ses o f  learning 
which stimulate these learning outcomes ,  and nine external 
ins tructiona l events which may be used to support the 
internal proce s s  of learning . An author should keep these 
events in mind when creating a CAI program . The proce s ses 
of learning are: 
1 .  Ale rtne s s  
2 .  Expectancy 
3 .  Retrieval to working. memory 
4 .  S elective perception 
The 
5 .  Sem�ntic encoding 
6 .  Retrieval and responding 
7 .  Reinforcement 
8 .  Cueing retrieval 
9 • Generalizing 
events are : 
1 .  Gaining attention 
2.  Inform learner of les son ob j ective 
3 .  Stimulating recall of prior learning 
4 .  Presenting s timuli with distinctive features 
5 .  Guiding learning 
6 .  Eliciting performance 
7 .  Providing information feedback 
8 .  As ses sing performance 
9 .  Enhancing retention and learning transfer 
It should be noted that these nine events of ins truction 
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are re lated to the cognitive process . Gagne e t  al . ( 1 9 8 1 )  
pointed out that it is important that designers o f  CAI take 
into consideration all nine events . Too often , designers 
consider only questions and feedback . 
Wade ( 1 9 8 0 )  discus sed information holding functions 
of the human cognitive proces s  which CAI deve lopers should 
be conscious of : 
Newland and Simons have described three informa­
tion holding functions of the human cognitive 
process . Outside information is sensed and he ld 
for about a second in visual , auditory , or tactile 
( touch ) registers while being formed in a short­
term memory . The short- term memory may hold infor­
mation for half a minute or so while being coded 
for s torage in the long-term memory or while being 
considered or used to activate the output. 
Three instructional implications which should be 
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understood when developing any CAI program have been 
described by Hes tenes ( 197 9) , which were taken from Newland 
and Simons' information holding functions .  
1 .  S hort-term memory should not be overlo aded; it 
can hold one piece of information at a time , and a certain 
amount of time is required for coding , which a llows 
permanent storage . 
. 2 .  Information is retrieved and proce s sed s lowly 
from the long-term memory , therefore , more time than what 
is normally allowed is required for thoughtful respons e s . 
3 .  Good control of the short- te rm memory is 
important in communicating and learning; such control is 
achieved by writing , rehearsing , and other similar 
activities . 
Schwartz ( 1 98 4 )  believed strategies associated with 
the role of computers is very important . He believed 
that one must not as sume that theories and s trategies are 
not predetermined by the computer itself . Because of the 
importance of the technologies and strategie s , theoretical 
approaches of education must be examined before introducing 
microcomputers in the classroom . 
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Schwartz also claimed that the attractiveness of 
technology should not influence teaching roles and strate-
gie s . Instead, they should be influenced by the teacher ' s  
developmental and learning views . Curri culum materials 
are influenced by two criteria: 
1 .  Current goals and teaching style s; 
2 .  The pe rceived level of the chi ld ' s  deve lopment 
and learning . 
Schwartz ( 1 9 8 4 )  s tated: 
As the technology for processi ng, organi zing, 
s toring and retrieving knowledge becomes increasingly 
availab le to the general population, i t  i s  projected 
that teachers can no longer command the primary 
posi tion as a primary source of know ledge . From 
thi s perspective, the role of the teacher will 
inevitab ly change from being a key know ledge source 
to being a knowledge resource manager and an agent 
for soci ali zing the young in the school s etting . 
Three common approaches to chi ld deve lopment and 
learni ng whi ch have been s tudied extens ively are: 
1 .  Behavioris t  approach; 
2 .  Cognitive- developmental approach; 
3. Psychosocial approach ( S chwartz, 19 8 4 ) . 
The teaching strategies usually associated with the 
behavioris t approach are: 
1 .  The teacher i s  the manager of the learning 
env:J.ronment . 
2 .  The teacher s chedules the learning tas k .  
3 .  The teacher reinforces and implements the 
teaching p l ans lSchwartz, 19 8 4 ) .  
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Theoretically, when using a tutor program the 
teaching roles and strategies remain the s ame . The com­
puter becomes a medium for transmitting knowledge, moni tor­
ing skill practice and providing reinforcement . When us ing 
the computer the teacher s ti l l  continues to plan the stu­
dent's experiences, while giving presentation of data and 
the arrangement of practice to the software . When using 
the appropriate software, the teacher, with a computer, can 
become a very ef fective behaviorist ( Schwartz, 1 9 8 4 ) . 
Schwartz ( 1 9 8 4 ) listed three common teaching 
s trategi es as.soci ated with the cogni ti ve-developmentali st 
view .  They are : 
1 .  The se lection of materials which students 
manipulate , act on, and thereby cons truct unders tandings 
of the re lationship between objects, actions and events; 
2 .  Observations of s tudent ' s  interactions to 
identi fy points of entry for teaching; 
3. Entry into the student ' s  wor ld to extend 
exp loration and experimentation within the context of the 
on-going actions of the student . 
Schwartz ( 19 8 4 )  exp lained that when a teacher is 
entering the chi ld ' s  world , he/she should focus on helping 
the child to identi fy the intent o f  his/her actions . 
Schwartz li sts five typical ques tions which can be asked to 
achieve this s trategy: 
1 .  What are you trying to make happen? 
2 .  How did you make it happen? 
3 .  How else can you make it happen? 
4 .  Which way is better , and why? 
5 .  What do you think will happen now? 
By looking at these s trategies and principles one can 
conclude that the main ob j ectives of the cognitive­
deve lopmentalist teacher is to facilitate transfer of 
learning through exploration and experimentation . 
The microcomputer is an exce llent vehicle for 
cognitive educators ·to use in order to meet their p rogram 
goals . The simulation program is a three-dimensional 
package that offers the s tudents the opportunity to learn 
through interaction . This program conforms with the 
cognitive-developmentalis t view that the relationship 
between actions and events are important while fos te ring 
information s eeking s kills through trial and error 
( S chwartz , 1 9 8 4 ) . 
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Micro-Worlds i s  also a program which adapts to the 
cognitive-developmental s trategies . This includes the view 
that uhe child mus t be internally motivated and have con­
trol of events which. facilitate learning . Micro-Wor lds' 
programs can eas ily be adapted to the individual's needs 
( .S chwartz , 19 8 4 ) . 
The p sychosocial view ( .humanis t )  emphasizes the idea 
of human interaction for personal as we ll as educationa l 
deve lopment . The humanist places much emphasis on self-
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awarenes s  and awarenes s  of others when approaching teaching 
roles and s trategies . This is done by a variety of inter-
actions between students and adults , meeting to deal with 
the trials and other aspects of living , working , and grow� 
ing together .  Schwartz ( 1 98 4 )  stated: 
Through language and action , the teache r  focuse s  
attention o n  common characteristics , in humans ' 
needs for trus t ,  respect, be longing, autonomy, and 
human patterns of responding to succes s, failure, 
threat, j oy and sorrow, and individua l differences 
in learning s tyle, interests and abilities . 
Many educators be lieve that the computer is the 
antithesis of this type of teaching principle . However, 
research has shown that s tudents use the computer as any 
other teaching device, manipulating and learning through 
it . I t  is shown that because the computer is "rigid" 
that s tudents actually interact with their teacher and 
peers more often than they would with other more fluid 
devices . With this type of tool they need information, 
instruction , encouragement , and the appreciation of 
accomplishment . All these aspects encourage humanis tic 
s trategies related to the psychosocial ( Schwartz, 198 4 ) . 
Schwartz ( 1 98 4 )  believed that teaching ro les and s trategies 
used with learners-using microcomputers will reflect the 
teacher ' s  professional views and value s . 
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Courseware Modes 
Dri ll and Practice 
CAI has many courseware modes ( s tyles ) .  One such 
mode i s  the dri ll and practice program . Bunderson ( 198 1 )  
claimed the dri l l  and practice programs are very widespread 
and s ucce s s ful among courseware packages because they have 
had great success in proving the general concept that 
providing s tudents work with feedback can produce gains 
in performance . (However, research had shown that s tudents 
using dri ll and practice show . no gain in conceptional 
unders tand_ing . )  When using these programs it i s  not 
e s sential for the ·teacher to be complete ly involved . 
Swartz et al. ( 1 98 4 )  listed five advantages of dri l l  
and practice : 
1 .  Dri ll and practice al lows for individual 
instruction . 
2 .  Dri l l  and practice allows the teacher to use 
human sensi tivity in cruci al areas where it is needed . 
3 .  Dri ll and practice provides unlimi ted supply of 
randomly s elected practice programs . -
4 .  Dri ll and practice provides automatic scoring 
and immedi ate feedback to students who are practicing . 
5 .  Dri ll and practice engages and motivate s 
students to do repeti tive tasks they would usually be 
bored with . 
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Coburn et al . ( 1 9 8 2 )  explained how dril l  and practice 
programs work . First they usually ask students where they 
would like to begin . The program then prints a problem 
or a group of problems on the computer . The students then 
respond by typing the answer on the screen. If the answer 
i s  correct the computer presents another prob lem . If not , 
the s tudent is directed to try the problem again . 
Automatica lly the computer records the number of right or 
wrong answers . 
Kelman et al. ( 19 8 2 ) maintained that drill and 
practice programs ·take the drudgery out of pen and penci l 
dril ls . The teacher can actual ly choose the level in which 
he/she wants the s tudent to begin . But it mus t  be kept in 
mind that dril l  and practice can be tedious or dull and 
may sometimes reinforce incorrect learning . 
Hofmei s ter (1 9 8 4 )  lists three important uses of 
drill and practice . 
1 .  Dri ll and practice programs can be used for 
subject matter that needs to be well mas tered and to faci li­
tate the effective performance at higher skill s . 
2 .  Dri ll and practice programs can be used after 
the concepts related to the ski ll have been taught . 
3. Dri ll and practice programs can be used j us t  
prior t o  the applications o f  these ski lls t o  develop higher 
skills in the curriculum hierarchy . 
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Hofmei ster ( 1 98 4 )  continued by explaining that 
dri l l  and practice are the mos t  used and cri tici zed of CAI 
programs . When the computer " craze " began, mos t  of the pro­
grammers began their careers on the dri ll and practice 
programs because these packages did not requi re sophisti­
cated skills . The result was a flood on the market of 
poorly written programs that confused the learner and 
embarras sed the author s .  I n  Hofme ister ' s  opinion much of 
the cri tici sm is unfounded .  Many educators fault dri ll and 
practice programs but many times the problem i s  with 
teacher management . Thi s  program is used many times as an 
alternative for teaching underlying concepts with no mean­
ingful follow-up ski lls . 
According to Magidson ( 197 8 ) , dri l l  and practice is 
wide spread because it i s  an exce llent too l for freeing 
teachers from the monotonous job of making up prob lems and 
checking them . This type of program usually give s a 
sequence of questions for the learners to answer and gives 
some feedback on the questions . Unle s s  the learners show 
mas tery they will not be allowed to continue to a more 
difficult level . 
Hofmeister ( 1 98 4 )  believed that users of dri l l  and 
practice programs must keep in mind that these packages 
are based on the stimulus -response type of ins truction . 
These programs do not faci litate higher cogni tive skills  
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but they do develop preliminary s ki lls that mus t  be 
automatic .  Also dri ll and practice programs are not s ens i­
tive to s tudents . There are programs on the market that 
give o ff loud sounds when a mi s take is made . This 
naturally could caus e prob lems s ince i t  advertises the s tu­
dent who is experiencing learning prob lems . 
Tutorials 
Another common and· popular mode is the tutorial . 
Popular Computing ( _19 8 4 )  . describe s tutori als as programs 
that give s tudents a certain body of knowledge and then 
asks for certain responses . I f  the s tudent doe s  not give 
acceptab le answers the program reacts by giving directions . 
Hofmeister ( 19 8 4 )  explained that a tutorial is 
di fferent from dri l l  and practi ce in the fact that the 
tutorials introduce a concept . The tutorial program 
introduce s a subject in text form . He lists three 
instructiona l  de sign principles of tutorials . 
1 .  Tutorials should actively build on s tudent 
response . 
2 .  Tutorials should use field te s ting and program 
revis ion to bring student errors to a minimum . 
3 .  Tutorials should provide the knowledge of the 
results to students in some form . 
He also listed three ways in which tutorials teach : 
1 .  A concept or rule is introduced and described . 
2 .  Examples are provided for . 
3 .  Applications or rules or concepts are provided . 
I n  certain poi nts on the program the material is 
us ually revi ewed and additional practi ce is given . 
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Riedesel ( 1 9 8 5 )  maintained that tutorials are excellent 
tools to us e when learning a new concept . However, when a 
teacher us es a tutorial, a variety of teaching s trategies is 
required . He continues by giving three sugges tions to any­
one purchas ing a tutorial program : ( 1 )  make s ure the topic 
is one which you want to develop ; ( 2 ) make sure the tutorial 
effectively handles logical errors ; ( 3 ) make sure the 
tutorial makes us e of the unique capabil ities of the compu­
ter, s uch as moving the us er along rapidly when unders tanding 
is evident, keeping track of errors and branching on the bas i s  
o f  errors . 
Coburn et al . ( 1 9 8 2 )  described how a tutorial explains 
to the s tudent s ome area of knowledge . When the s tudent 
types in a response the computer responds in some manner and 
asks more questions . Coburn et al . stated, .. Most tutorials 
programs resemb le S ocratic dialogues in which the computer 
presents some i nformation about which it then asks a s eries 
of ques tions, each wi th a fai rly limi ted range of pos s ib le 
responses . .. They believe, however, that tutorials at times 
can limi t pedagogy by manipulation of the s tudent ' s  respons e s . 
But at the s ame time tutorials are excel lent for s tudents who 
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have mis sed an as signment and need to catch up quickly . With 
tutorials , s tudents can continue at their own rate and inter­
act one to one with each question , something that cannot be 
accomplished in a trad.i tional clas s room . 
Bunderson ( 1 9 8 1 )  emphasized tutorials as a strategy 
used when dealing with the teaching of a concept and rule . 
He explains that this is a branching strategy which 
include s cons tructed response s .  Simply , the tutorial 
could be de scribed as a rule-example-practice s trategy . 
Bunderson continues by explaining that the tutorial pro­
grams include rules , defi.ni tion of concepts or s tatements 
of principle s . When the learner uses the program , examples 
are given applying the rules and concepts , and then 
practice is given with the learner controlling the 
se lections . I n  order to help the le arne r select wise ly , 
the program contains an advisor program that aids the 
learner . 
Simulation 
Another common CAI mode is the simulation program . 
Popular computing ( 1 9 8 4 ) de scribed simulation as a program 
that al lows s tudents to create a real or imaginary 
situation . The program then al lows the s tudent to 
manipulate a situation by feeding the computer facts . The 
learner than can observe and alter the consequence s  of the 
choice . 
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Hofmeister ( 1 9 8 4 )  described a simulation a s  a 
program that recreates an event . He features two main com­
ponents of simulations . Firs t ,  there should be an 
operationa l model .  The model will react or operate in a 
predetermined manner when an element or e lements are 
changed . Secondly , a real activity should form the 
.pattern for these reactions . Hofmeis ter continues by 
claiming that simulation can make valuab le contributions 
to educate in the following ways : 
1 .  Can be used where it would be impos sib le or 
difficult to us e a conventional experiment; 
2 .  Can b e  used where laboratory and experimental 
apparatus is either too expensive , comp licated , or not 
availab le; 
3. Can be used where suffering or dangerous experi­
mental situations could occur; 
4 .  Can be used where an unacceptab ly long time 
would be needed for a conventional experiment . 
Swartz et al. ( 1 9 8 4 )  described simulation as a 
" s lice of reality . " With simulations students can test a 
hypothesis and s ee the consequences of their choices . By 
using simulations the student can learn by doing . Swartz 
et a l . lis t two main advantages of simulations as educa­
tional programs . These advantages are : 
1 .  They can compress time , modeling in a few minutes 
events that might take much longer in the real world . 
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2 .  They can bring into the clas s room experiences 
that would be unavai lab le to class room-bound s tudents with­
out the computer . 
Swartz et al. (1 �84 ) do maintain that simulations 
have their drawbacks . When using simulations students are 
indulging in a fantasy world . Secondly, the variables 
in the simulation could be so numerous and complex they 
would s imply flus ter and bewilder the s tudent . 
Coburn et al. ( 1 9 8 2 )  bel ieved that simulations are 
excellent learning tools because they let students examine 
situations and events that they would otherwi se never be 
able to experience due to danger or lack of time . S imula­
tions can also be used to promote problem solving ski lls, 
mastery of content, concept development and for simply 
motivating purpose s . Coburn et al . ( 1 9 8 2 )  emphas ized one 
must be aware that simulation can many time s lose its power 
of explanation and description and at the same time be so 
complex that students cannot manage the variab les . It is  
also important that when instructors use simulations i t  
should b e  accurate . That is, if i t  is an example of a 
science experiment, the results should be the s ame as the 
actual experiment . 
A type o f  simulation that is becoming very popular 
wi th educators is the Microworld package . The se are simu­
lation package s that create make believe educational 
environments . " Mathmagicland " or " Musicland" could be 
examples of thes e  types of programs . Proponents see a 
bright future for these types of programs in CAI ( Swartz 
et al . ,  19 8 4 ) . 
Demonstration 
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A demons tration package is s till another common CAI 
mGde . Coburn et al . ( 1 9 8 2 )  discussed how demonstration pack­
ages are used in education under many situations , usually to 
he lp the ins tructor in the primary ins truction o f  s tudents 
and as a method of reviewing material . By using the se 
packages with . color graphics and sound effects instead of 
the blackboard or an overhead pro j ector , they can be an 
effective way as well as an appealing manner of emphasizing 
certain goal s  and obj ectives . 
I t  should be mentioned that demons tration packages 
can be expensive , and take an exorbitant amount of 
instructor preparation and have a tendency not to work at 
an inconvenient time . However ,  they may be a very power­
ful attention device and can be used very effectively and 
efficiently by a young , inexperienced and clumsy science 
teacher ( Coburn et al . ,  19 8 2 ) . 
Ke lman et al . ( 1 9 8 3 )  discus sed the many attributes of 
demonstration packages . It is a dus tle ss chalkboard which 
is neat , organized and very fast . The graphics along with 
the animation capabilities and pos sibilitie s are enormous . 
When using other methods of demons tration ( overheads , 
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pro j ectors , ch�lkboards ) some artis tic abi lity is needed 
along with hours of preparation . On the other hand , the 
computer can create a colorful , clear , and preci se display 
very quickly . Even abstract concepts when explained 
through graphics would take new meaning . The teacher can 
also use the demons tration to organi ze data co llected in 
any sub j ect area and di splay them graphically . One of the 
mos t  important aspects of the program is when students 
become involved in running the demons tration . When thi s 
happens , the programs become a si gnificant learning device . 
Kelman et al . ( 1 9 8 3) emphas i zed . that there are some 
disadvantages of demonstration programs . Setting up 
multiple screens for a large audience can be inconvenient 
and the equipment may falter at an unfortunate time . Also 
the program may not demons trate because of some unexpected 
response by the student . One must also reali ze that in 
order to deve lop some demons tration packages , too much time 
and effort may be required and commercial packages may not 
be worth the expense . Furthermore , packages which show no 
interaction wi th the s tudents and require limi ted response 
fail to take advantage of the worthwhile capab i li ties of 
the demons tration packages . 
Instructional Games 
Another excellent CAI program is the instructional 
game . Coburn et al . ( 1 9 8 2 )  exp lained that these games are 
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simil�r to the arcade games only in that there is 
competition and a score is kept . The motivational factor 
of this package is very bene ficial when used to fos ter 
educ ational goals . The games may be used as a break 
between classes, tests or when students have finished 
their as signed work . The package can also be used as the 
main source of ins truction which may take days . 
Dennis and Kansky (19 8 4 )  lis t six positive 
attribute s of ins tructional games . They are : 
1 .  That a player's succe s s  is clearly re lated to 
his/her own actions; 
2 .  That the teache r be come s more of a partner and 
le ss o f  a j udge; 
3 .  That re levant goals for class room ins truction 
are provided; 
4 .  That s tudents are able to see what will be 
important to their future lives by engaging ro le s; 
5 .  That such education will promote positive 
attitudes from s tudents; 
6 .  That ins tructional variety is provided . 
Kelman et al . ( 1 9 8 3 )  be lieved that regardless of your 
attitude toward computer games, the potential e ducational 
attributes should be recognized . Once a learner begins the 
game a fantasy world is created in which the player has 
control, in spite of a changing environment . The games can 
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also be a fast paced way to test different motor and 
cognitive skills . Another positive feature of the program 
is the ability of the teacher to vary the speed of the game 
to the capability of the learner . Kelman et al . ( 1 9 8 3 )  
added that Dr . Thomas Malone ' s  research had identified 
three characteristics of computer games which make them 
intrinsically motivating . They are : 
1 .  Challenge; 
2 .  Fantasy; 
3 .  Curiosity . 
Denenberg ( 1 9 8 2 )  claimed that opponents of the 
computer game s argue that players are acquiring skills and 
knowledge that can be us ed only for a specific game . 
Denenberg maintained that the player is actual ly learning a 
prob lem solving skill and the acquisition of this skil l is 
an important educational proce s s . The prob lem so lving 
experience can be transferred to other learning situations . 
Denenberg ( 1 9 8 2 )  listed two aspects of computer game s that 
are appealing to many educators . They are: 
1 .  Creativity; 
2 .  Control .  
He explains these aspects by s tating that the p layer can 
los e  himse l f  in the activity . Time seems to s top . The 
player is cons trained by rules and regulations but finds 
himse lf in ful l control of the situation . The game s can 
increase or diminish the player ' s  ego . Because computer 
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game s can be incorporated into CAI , Denenberg believed it 
would be useful for educators to better unders tand com­
puter games . 
Software Eva luation 
As one evaluates the different CAI programs , it 
becomes evident that it will never replace the teacher . 
I n  order for CAI to be effective the teacher mus t  have the 
normal unders tanding of curriculum and the instructional 
skills that are required by all teachers . How we ll CAI 
meets the needs of the s tudents and teachers depends on 
the quality of the CAI product and how efficient the teacher 
is in integrating CAI with on- going traditional instruc­
tional programs . Hofmeister ( 1 9 8 4 )  believed that proper 
CAI can be inadeq uate if used at the wrong time in the 
ins tructional proce ss of introduction of concepts and could 
lead to a lack of clas sroom competency . 
Bramble and Mason ( 19 8 5 )  claimed that computer 
instructional software is an educator ' s  tool , and with the 
right tool a teacher will do a better job in the clas sroom . 
Mos t  teachers are experienced in knowing what to look for 
in s e lecting too ls ( textbooks , worksheets , films , and 
laboratory ki ts ) to fit ins tructional daily needs . But 
with the advent of new technologies such as ins tructional 
software , teachers may not have the experience to dis ­
tinguish between good o r  bad software . 
One must reali ze that computers wi ll not 
automatically facilitate learning in the class room . 
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Before us ing, teachers must take into consideration what 
is to be accompli shed in the curri culum . When these ne eds 
have been identified the software should then be chosen . 
One mus t remember never to randomly buy the software and 
then manipulate it to meet his/her needs (Bramb le and 
Mason, 19 8 5 ) . 
Bramble and Mason ( 1 9 8 5 )  explained that deve lopers of 
MicroS I FT Evaluation Forms s ugges t that software can be 
j udged on the b as i s  of three characteristics . 
1 .  Content . The software should meet the ne eds of the 
curriculum and be free from racial , sexual or ethnic biases . 
2 .  I ns truction . The purpose of the package should 
be 
'
appropriate for the s tudents as we ll as motivational and 
s timulating . 
3 .  Techno logy . Effective and comprehensive 
supporting materials should be avai lab le along with the 
software . The s tudents should be ab le to work independ­
ently when us ing the software, and the compute r ' s  capabi­
lities ( graphics , sound) should be uti li zed . 
Bramble and Mason ( 1 9 8 5 )  listed four ways to gain 
information about the quality and capability of the soft­
ware without inves ting a great deal of time and energy . 
They are : 
1 .  Using the knowledge of colleagues and other s 
who are familiar about software; 
others; 
2 .  Using evaluations that have been prepared by 
3 .  Using the software vendor ' s  presented 
information; 
4 .  Using simp le common sense . 
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Kennedy { 1 9 8 4 ) described an evaluation form 
deve loped by the Northwes t  Regional Education Laboratory .  
Thi s  list simp ly gives one a general comprehensive view of 
the important features and characteris tics that sound soft­
ware programs should have . The features are: 
sound . 
1 .  The text should contain no errors . 
2 .  The value of the tes t should be educationally 
3 .  The text should be free of prej udi ce toward a 
particular group , race , or religion . 
4 .  The software packages should succeed in its 
intention . 
5 .  The text should be free from inconsistencies 
( clear and logical ) .  
6 .  The text should not be above the students . 
7 .  The graphics , color , and sound should be suited 
to the ins tructional purpose . 
8 .  The software should be encouraging . 
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9 .  Creativity should be encouraged by the software. 
1 0 . Feedback i s  efficiently and ef fectively used 
concerning the learner ' s  responses . 
11 . The learner should be in control of the program 
and progres s  at his/her rate . 
1 2 . The s tudent ' s  past experience s should be bui lt 
upon by the les son . 
use . 
1 3 .  The software can be dependable during normal 
14 . The so ftware can be easily used by the 
ins tructor . 
15 . The di sp lays are adequate and create the 
des ired e f fect . 
16 . The programs should not be above the learne r ' s  
computer capabi lities . 
1 7 . The s tudent ' s  support materi als should cover a 
wide scope and be efficient . 
Coburn et al . ( 1 9 8 2 )  be lieved s ince the key component 
of CAI is the program , competent evaluation of the software 
is essentia l . Guidelines for evaluation of software 
re sembles the same criteria for choos ing tradi tional educa­
tional materials such as textbooks or audiovi sual materials . 
New criteria need to be deve loped when evaluating program 
packages because of the great potential of the computer as 
an instructional medium . Coburn et al . maintained that us ing 
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the same s tandards o f  evaluation for computer programs and 
textbooks i s  not feasible because the form and function of 
some of the learning that i s  taking place is unknown . In 
Coburn et al . ' s  opinion the search for education software 
is and must be full of compromi ses . There i s  nothing wrong 
with thi s as long as the program package fits the needs of 
the instructor and learner . 
Coburn et al . ( 1 9 8 2 )  defined guide line s for 
evaluation into four areas of concern . They are : 
1 .  PROGRAM CONTENT 
- - I s  the material of sui tab le content for the 
learners? 
- -Are the curri cular goals fi tted by the content 
of the material? 
- -Are values expres sed , and if so , what value s ?  
- - I s  there an educationa l s igni fi cance in the 
content? 
--Have the goals of the materials been explained 
and are the ob j ectives clear? 
2 .  PEDAGOGY 
-- The program offers what nature of feedback ? 
--Upon what assumptions concerning learning and 
the proces s  of how chi ldren learn is the so ft­
ware bas ed? 
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- - I s  teacher intervention neces sary or 
required , or is the package self-contained? 
--Wi l l  dif ferent types of class arrangements be 
pos s ible to use? 
--Are learning modes of different varieties 
used? 
3 .  PROGRAM OPERATI ONS 
- - I s  the program free from breaks or bugs ? 
- -How are user errors handled? 
--Does the user have any degree of contro l over 
the program operation? 
--Does the program present cle ar directions? 
--Is the documentation clear for the teacher as 
we ll as the s tudent? 
- -Are graphics and sound , as we ll as color 
capabi lities , used we ll? 
--Are the screen di splays effective ?  
4 .  S TUDENT OUTCOMES 
--�ow easy wi ll s tudents find the program to use ? 
--Wi ll the program interes t  s tudents ?  
--Are computer resources used appropriate ly? 
- -Are students learning what the program is 
intending to teach? 
--Doe s unintended learning occur from us ing the 
program,  and i f  so , what? 
-- I s  this program as ef fective as noncomputer 
instruction within the s ame area? 
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Swartz et al . ( 1 9 8 4 }  emphasi zed that the evaluation 
of software is not an easy process . I f  the software pro­
grams are being evaluated for a certain clas s , usually the 
teacher i s  the j udge . The teacher mus t take into con­
sideration the individuals involved and other variables 
that only the teacher can be conscious of . I f  the soft­
ware i s  for district or county use , a committee should be 
the j udge . But once you have a j udge what procedure do 
you use ? Swartz et al . ( 1 9 8 4 }  described three steps that 
can he lp . They are : 
S tep 1 
1 .  S cruti ni ze the printed material that arrive s  
with the program . 
2 .  See i f  the software runs on your computer .  
-- Find out the educational ob j e ctives as we ll as 
who the so ftware is intending to serve . 
--Learn how the software operate s . 
S tep 2 
--Ask yourself : I s  the software fol lowi ng its 
intended educational practi ce s and purpose s ?  I s  
the software encouraging student parti cipation 
wi th the computer? What amount of guidance will 
students require? 
Step 3 
--Review the software : answering as a student 
might , deliberately giving wrong answers , and 
examining the . content as you go along . 
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Popular Computing ( 1 9 8 4 )  di scussed three areas which 
are important when critiquing software . They are des ign 
factors , academic content , and hi dden biases and other 
tangib les . Some ques tions that should be asked are : 
Des ign Factors 
--Does the program hold student intere s t? 
--Doe s i t  allow students to have fun immediately , or 




- -Are open-ended responses called for more o ften 
than " yes " or " no "  answers ? 
Academi c Content 
--Are prob lem solving ski lls developed? 
--Are reminders and encouraging statements made 
when students make mi s takes ? 
--I s creative thinking being stimulated? 
Hidden Biases and Other Tangibles 
--Does the program appeal to both sexe s ?  
--I s it free from deme aning stereotype s and di's -
crimination agains t women and minori ties ? 
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--Are violence and destructive humor avoided i n  the 
program? 
Cohen ( 1 9 8 3 )  believed with the number of software 
that has proliferated the market in the last f ive year s , 
educators should purchase only quality software which can 
be uti li zed to produce higher student achievement . By 
pursuing only quality software , educators can force 
software publi shers to create top grade programs . Cohen 
( 1 9 8 3 )  maintained that one can j udge effective instructional 
programs by s imply reviewing research . Research has shown 
that for all instructional materials (.including mi cro­
computer software)  to be effective , they should have the 
following characteristics : 
1 .  Give the obj ectives or purpose of the les son in 
the material ; 
2 .  Scope and sequence of material ,  the systematic 
arrangement of the material ; 
3 .  Methodology or the mode of instruction of the 
material ; 
4 .  Evaluation , some type of feedback on the 
accomp lishment of the learner pertaining to the ob j ective 
( Cohen , 1 9  8 3 )  . 
Cohen ( 19  8 3 )  believed an educator should be able to 
eva luate whether or not a program is ti ghtly des i gned by 
determining how these four constructs are being uti li zed . 
Cohen listed s ix generic ( nonspecific ) questions that can 
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be asked about computer software which pertain to the four 
constructs . They are : 
1 .  Has a target audience been specified? 
2 .  Are learner ' s  entry competencies as we ll as 
rationale , goals and obj ectives specif ied? 
3 .  I s  the range and scope of content adequate to 
achi eve the program ' s intent , whi le including higher-orde r 
ob j ective s ?  
4 .  I s  the instructional approach used for concept 
learning? 
5 .  Have the ins tructions been stated clearly , i s  
the instructional te s t  formatted for easy reading , and i s  
the vocabulary appropriate? 
6 .  Are evaluation components provided (Cohen , 
19 8 3 ) ? 
Cohen ( 19 8 3 )  continued with specific ques tions that 
need to be considered when evaluating the attribute s of the 
microcomputer alone . These questions help de termine 
uti l i z ation of the ful les t  capabi lities of the microcomput 
microcomputer . 
CURRI CULAR CONCE RNS 
1 .  How i s  the program used i n  the curri culum? 
--As adj unct or supp lementary to class room 
teaching? 
- -As mainline or bas ic? 
--Management purposes only? 
--For other app lications-diagnostic tes ting ; 
deve loping a course ? 




--Dri ll and practice? 
--Prob lem solving? 
USER S UPPORT 
3 .  In what way is the s tudent sequenc ed through 
the content? Can teacher or student vary the content? 
4 .  Has the instructional text been formatted for 
screen di splay? 
5 .  Are graphi cs used? 
6 .  Are prompts and/or cues uti lized? 
7 .  I s  the action on the screen? 
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8 .  How much user control is given to the learne r ?  
9 .  I s  the program ' s  ins truction computer-managed? 
10 . I s  feedback used appropri ate ly? 
--Doe s it explain or inform? 
- - I s  it immedi ate? 
--Is i t  nonthreate ning? 
--Does it remedi ate ? 
- - I s  i t  relevant? 
11 . Are records s tored for future retrieval on a 
magne ti c device? 
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TECHNI CAL SOUNDNESS 
1 2 . Can the program be altered by teacher and/or 
student by reprogramming ? 
time? 
1 3 . I s  random generation used ? 
1 4 .  Are the component parts packaged correctly? 
1 5 .  Are proper manuals provided? 
1 6 . I s  it de signed for quick loading and response 
Cohen et al . conc luded by exp laining that combining 
thes e generic and speci fi c ques tions , one can look at the 
attrib utes neces sary to cons ider i t  in the des ign and 
evaluation of so ftware . These ques tions could help an 
educator as s ess the overall quality of a so ftware program . 
Educators mus t realize that a we ll-written CAI 
program res ults from the primary goal of having the student 
learn . Teachers who do not sufficiently evaluate their 
software and us e poorly wri tten programs may cause appre­
hens ions toward the computer , boredom with the sub j ect 
matter ,  and mos t  of all a res istance to further educational 
innovations (Spi tler and Corgan , 19 79 ) . 
CHAPTER I I I  
EXPERIMENTAL DES IGN AND METHODOLOGY 
Introduction 
The experimental design and methodo logy are 
presented in several parts . Thi s chapter describes the 
school and communi ty , subj ects , treatments , procedures , 
instruments , design , and statistical ana lysis o f  the 
experiment . 
School and Community 
Thi s s tudy was conducted at Fulton High School , 
located in the northern part of Knoxville , Tennes see , and 
is a part o f  the Knoxvi lle City School System . The 
Southern As s ociation of Colleges and S chools ( 1 9 8 1 )  
describes Fulton High School as a school that s erves a 
middle- to lower-middle economic community . The community 
-
is re lative ly s table and mos t  o f  the graduating seniors have 
attended Fulton for at least three years . Enrollment at 
Fulton High School is approximately 9 0 0  students with 
around 8 0 %  white and 2 0 % black . Findings from the Southern 
Ass ociation of· College s  and Schoo ls ( 1 9 8 1 )  reveal that 
approximately 5 0 %  of the students who drop out of Fulton do 
so because of a lack of interest in school work . Thi s 
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dropout r ate i s  due in part to the large geographical area 
that Fulton serves . The other 5 0 %  drop because of wi th­
drawal to other schools , i l lnes s ,  and pregnancies . Three 
areas of s trength concerning Fulton High Schoo l are : 
1 .  The school community i s  relatively s table . 
2 .  The experi enced core of teachers provide s ta­
bility and expe rience for the students and newer teachers . 
3 .  There is good rapport between the counseling 
s taff , teachers and s tudents . 
The sub j ects for thi s s tudy were Chapter I s tudents 
from grades 9 ,  1 0 , 11 , and 12  at Fulton High 
Schoo l (Knoxvil le City Schools , Knoxville , Tennes see ) . 
Each Chapter I class contained from 9 to 2 0  students . The 
students who are involved in the Chapter I program have 
fai led to achieve 8 0 %  of grade level obj ectives on the 
Knoxville Basic Skills Tes t  ( grades 1- 9 ) , or have fai led 
to demons trate proficiency on the S tate Proficiency Test 
( grades 1 0 - 1 2 ) . The s tudents in the study participated 
voluntari ly and consent forms were signed by both the 
participants and their parents ( see Appendix A for copies 
of consent forms ) . It was explained to the students both 
orally and on the cons ent forms that their decis ion to 
participate or not to participate would not affect their 
course grade . Al l students chose to parti cipate . 
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The Chapter I program was ini tiated in the high 
school becaus e of the requirement that secondary students 
must pass the s tate proficiency tes t  before receiving a 
diploma . The Chapter I program has two maj or goals : 
1 .  The s tudent ' s  educational needs are to be met . 
2 .  Mas tery of basic academi c ski ll i s  to be 
emphas i zed . Problem solving , understanding mathematical 
concepts and increased computational ski lls are the main 
components of the math program . 
Treatments 
At Fulton High Schoo l all math Chapter I s tudents 
were taught by the same teacher . To faci li tate normal 
day-to-day educationa l practice and the desirable research 
design of thi s s tudy , certain compromi ses were made wi thin 
the context of the pro j ect . One such compromise was the 
assignment of the number o f  s tudents to the contro l or 
experimental group . Thi s  determination was by neces sity 
made by the school adminis trators and the individual 
s cheduling needs of each student . 
The Chapter I s tudents were divided into five 
{ 
l 
clas s es by schoo l administrators .  The classes were randomly 
se lected as control or experimental groups . The res ults 
were : 
j 
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1 .  Class I .  Treatment Group ( Computer Usage ) , N= 8 .  
2 .  Clas s I I . Control Group (Noncomputer Us age ) , 
N= l5 . 
3 .  Class I I I . Contro l Group (Noncomputer Usage ) , 
N=l 7 . 
4 .  Class IV . Control Group (Noncomputer Us age ) , 
N=l 3 . 
5 .  Class v .  Treatment Group ( Computer Usage ) , 
N=l 3 . 
Procedures 
The teacher invo lved in the study taught both the 
control and experimental groups . He has had more than 11 
years of teachi ng experience in the secondary s chool s .  All 
classes were taught wi thin the gui de line s of the Tennes see 
Instructional Mode l ( see Appendix B ) . The format of this 
model includes the fol lowing : 
1 .  Long ' Range Obj ectives/Unit Goal ; 
2 .  Instructional Obj ectives ; 
3 .  Set ; 
4 .  Ins truction ; 
5 .  Closure ; 
6 .  Options ; 
7 .  Reminders ; 
8 .  Self-Evaluation . 
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All Chapter I classes have a pro fe s s ional aide . 
Responsibi lities of these aides inc lude required Chapter I 
admini strative duties , grading papers , as sisting absentees 
I 
wi th make-up work , and aiding with enrichment and remedial 
instruction as needed . In all cases speci fic ins tructions 
1. 
are given by the teacher . The aides involved in thi s  s tudy 
s tayed within the limits o f  the s tudy . 
The classroom curriculum for the control and 
experimental groups was the same except for the use of the 
computers .  Enrichment activities and verbal reinforcement 
were experienced by both groups . All five clas ses used the 
s ame textbook and the same Chapter I curriculum guide . 
Every student in the s ample took the Metropoli tan 
Mathematics Instructional Test , Form J .  Scores were 
recorded and filed . The treatment group had use of ,�leven 
Appl� I Ie , three TRS - 8 0  Mode l IV,  and three TRS - 8 0  Mode l I I I  
mi crocomputers throughout the 1 3-week study . The experi- � 
mental groups were given a one-hour instructional class on 
the proper care and use of the computer . At al l times 
during the study e ach individual had the use of one com­
� 
puter . At the end of the school year , the Metropolitan 
Mathematics Ins tructional Test , Form J ,  was again adminis-
tered in an identical manner to both the control and 
experimental groups . The results again were tabulated and 
recorded . 
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According t o  preset guidelines each s tudent in the 
trea!-I!l�;r:tt_, _g:�Qup was scheduled to work on the computer at 
least twenty minutes per c las s . Schedules and time sheets 
...--..-- �# �-· ........  :;;rt· t ..... 
were maintained in order to maximi ze compliance wi th the 
established guidelines ( see Appendix C )  . The experimental 
group used the computers for : 
1 .  Fractions 
a .  fractions and mixed numerals ;  
b .  lowest terms ; 
c .  addition and subtraction like fractions ; 
d .  wri ting like fractions ; 
e .  adding and subtraction unlike fractions ; 
f .  subtraction of - mixed numerals ; 
g .  multiplication of mixed numerals ; 
h .  division fractions ; 
i .  divi sion of mixed numerals . 
2 .  Percent 
a .  identi fy 
b .  wri ting 
c .  writing 
d .  finding 
e .  finding 
f .  finding 
g .  percent 
percents and decimals ; 
fractions for percents ; 
percents for fractions ; 
the percent of a number ; 
interes t ;  
what percent of a number 
of increase and decrease ; 
h .  find a number given a percent ; 
i .  finding ratios and proportion . 
is  another ; 
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Both the control and treatment groups were presented 
each day wi th the daily instructional obj ective . The 
teacher then went on to explain the concept to be learned 
that day . The time spent on the lecture is re flected on the 
schedule as " time on lecture . "  After the lecture , a di ffer­
ent procedure was then followed , depending on whether the 
clas s involved was a contro l group or whether it was a 
treatment group . 
The control group worked practice problems from the 
textbook . The time they spent on thi s work is reflected on 
the schedule as " independent practice . "  The treatment group 
worked practice problems through the use of the computer . 
Computer software was of t�_i_U_gn,<J.PI::�ft.i·Q&..-t-ype,._to 
complement the concept taught by the teacher . The time 
these s tudents spent working on the computer i s  referred to 
on the schedule as " time on computer . " 
Software Description 
The experimental treatment in thi s study consisted 
of supplementary CAI in mathematics with the use of both 
co@I!lercial
_.
and no�l:-�ware . No one software 
program dominated the experimental treatment . The com­
mercial software was identified and evaluated in the fall 
of 19 8 5 . The teacher chose a computer program each week 
which best fit the designated ins tructional obj ectives . 
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In des igning and choos ing the noncommercial software 
as we ll as choosing the commercial software , many factors 
were cons idered lsee Appendix D} . Much attention was given 
to how the textbook dealt with the various concepts covered . 
In creating the practice programs , the textbook was us ed as 
a guideline so as to be s ure that the same variety of 
practice in the book would be o f fer.ed through the computer 
practice . Es tab lishing the variety of practice meant that 
i f  various aspects of the concept were s tres s ed in the 
exercis e prob lems in the book , a number of simi lar prob lems 
were included in the s o ftware . 
Research Design 
The des i gn uti li zed in this study was the p. :etest­
posttest control group design { see Figure 1 )  . Two treat­
ment groups were formed : Group A ,  CAI techniques ,  Group B ,  
traditional classroom procedures . Thi s des ign was chosen 
because it was considered e ssential to obtain a rel iable 
measure of the effects of the treatment . And s ince five 
months had elapsed between pretest and posttest , possible 
interac tion of testing and treatment was not cons idered to 
be a maj or threat to the external validity of the study . 
Ins trument 
The main instrument for this study was the 
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Figure 1 .  Experimental des ign . 




test i s  a s eries of tes ts deve loped by systematic analysis 
of math textbooks ,  curriculum guide s and l ists of 
instructional obj ectives . Whi le there were some differences 
in the mathematic s materia ls analyzed , s imi lari ties were 
more frequent in occurrence . The Metropo litan Mathematics 
Instructional Test does cover most of the content for any 
particular mathematics program and provides ·the teacher with 
the basic information when planning an instructional program . 
Validity of any achievement tes t  i s  defined in terms 
of content validi ty . A te st has content validity if the 
obj ectives and items adequately cover the curriculum . 
S ince every school system ' s  curriculum varies , it cannot be 
said that the Metropolitan Mathematics Ins tructional Test 
is always valid . Each school must j udge the content 
validity of the instrument . To aid the s chool in this 
j udgment , a Compendium of Ins tructional Obj ectives listing 
all  ob j ectives in the test is avai lable . Also pre sented in 
the test manual is additional information describing the 
procedures used in developing the test content for the 
s eries . Reliability e stimates us ing the Kuder-Richardson 
Formula 20 was . 9 7 .  
De sign and Stati stical Analys i s  
The de sign used in thi s s tudy was the prete s t- vi 
postes t  control group des ign . An Analy s i s  of Covariance 
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(ANCOVA) was used to determine the degree o f  signi ficance 
in gain score s from the pretesting to the posttesting . Thi s 
was accomp li shed by comparing the F coeffic ients of the 
prete st scores and postte st scores with the values of the 
experimental and control groups to indicate significant 
difference at the . 0 5 level of confidence . The ANCOVA was 
chosen because : there was a need to obtain information of 
the abi lity of each chi ld at the beginning of the s tudy ; 
the sub j ects were not randomly assigned ; and intact clas ses � 
had been ass igned as the treatment . The potential threat 
of pretest-postte st interaction was as sumed to be minimi zed 
in thi s study since five months elapsed between testing . 
The hypothes i s  to be tested was : 
There is no signi ficant di fference in the mean score , 
as measured by the Metropoli tan Mathemati cs Ins tructional 
� 
Test , between Chapter I students receiving traditional 
ins truction ( control group ) and those receiving traditional 
ins truction supplemented with computer as s i s ted ins truction 
(experimental group ) • 
Collection of Data 
The admini stration of the pretests was carried out 
in December 19 8 4 , and the posttest was admini s tered in May 
1 9 8 5 . There was a total of 6 7  s tudents ass igned to the 
/ 
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study--4 6 in the control group and 2 1  in the experimental 
group . At the end of the experiment there were complete 
sets of data avai lab le for 5 4  s tudents ( 36 contro l and 18  
experimenta l ) . The pretest and posttest were taken in four 
sess ions to prevent fatigue of s tudents . Each sess ion 
averaged approximately one hour . Each group was given the 
tes t  at the same time each sess ion . The administrator gave 
the tes t  as directed by the Metropolitan Mathematics 
Instructional Test manual .  
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTAT ION AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 
Introduction 
The inve stigation was de signed and _imp lemented to 
. . 
determine whether or not CAI would result in measurable 
gains in mathematic achievement of Chapter I s econdary 
s tudents at the . O S confidence leve l . For answering thi s  
experimental ques tion the data were sub j ected t o  stati sti-
cal treatment and were analy zed by the means o f  Analys i s  
of Covariance . In confirmation for the requirement for 
Analys i s  of Covariance , a ver i fication of a homogeneity of 
s lope variation was calculated . . The statistical findings 
of the treatment of data for the control and experimental 
groups are as follows : A summary of the F value for the 
mathematics control and experimental groups is pre sented 
in Table I . . Table I I  contains adj us ted pos ttes t  means of 
mathematics achievement score s while Table I I I  contains 
means of mathematics achievement scores for control and 
experimental groups before adj ustment for covariant . 
Table IV presents the attrition for the control and experi-
mental groups . . 
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TABLE I 
* SUMMARY OF F VALUE FOR CONTROL AND CRITERI ON VARIABLE 
6 5  
Covariant Criterion Variable F Coefficient 
Pretest Post test . 3 6 8 9  
F coefficient not s ignificant at the ' . 0 5 confidence level 
with 1 , 5 0 df . 
*ANCOVA results for control and experimental groups 
of Chapter I students at Fulton High School , Knoxville City 




TABLE I I  
POSTTEST MEANS OF MATHEMATICS ACH IEVEMENT SCORE 
TABLE ADJUSTED FOR COVARIANT* 
Posttest Mean 
1 2 2 . 5 8 6  
1 2 6 . 8 2 8  
*Results for control and experimental groups of 
Chapter I s tudents at Fulton High School ,  Knoxvi lle City 
Schools , Tenne ssee , 1 9 8 4- 8 5 . 
TABLE I I I  
MEANS OF MATHEMAT ICS ACH IEVEMENT SCORE TABLE FOR CONTROL 
AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS BEFORE ADJUSTMENT 
FOR COVARIANT* 
GrouE Variable N Mean SD 
6 6  
c Pretest 36 1 2 3 . 6 9 4  2 0 . 7 1 
c Pos t  tes t  3 6  1 2 4 . 5 8 3  2 6 . 1 7 
E Pretest 1 8  117 . 16 7  16 . 5 9 
E Pos ttest 1 8  12 2 . 8 3 3  1 8 . 2 7 
* Re sults for control and experimental groups of 
Chapter I students at Fulton High School , Knoxville City 
Schools , Tennes s ee , 1 9 8 4 - 8 5 . 
TABLE IV 





4 5  
3 6  
2 0 %  
Experimental 
2 1  
1 8  
1 4 %  
* Results f o r  control and experimental groups of 
Chapter I students at Fulton High School ,  Knoxville City 
Schools , Tenne s see , 1 0 8 4- 8 5 . 
-, 32. 
# . ()1 
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Presentation o f  Data 
The Metropolitan Mathemati cs Ins tructional Test was 
admini s tered as the pretes t  to both the CAI and non-CAI 
groups . Special treatment was administered to the CAI 
group during the 1 3-week period and both groups were pos t­
tested us ing the same ins trument used for the pretest . An 
Analys is of Covariance was used to compare the end achieve­
ment of both groups . Since the s tudents were not randomly 
assigned and intact classes had been assigned a s  the treat­
ment group , such a tes t  was appropriate . The Analys is o f  
Covariance uses a s  the basic observation the class means 
and treatment e ffects are tes ted against variation in the se 
means . The covariant would be the pretes t  means ( S tanley 
and Campbel l , 1 9 6 3 ) . 
The F coefficient on Table I was be low the necessary 
value which would identify a s tatistically s ignificant 
difference . Therefore based on these data , it was con­
cluded that CAI in mathematics ins truction did not result 
in signi ficant gains in mathematics achievement of 
Chapter I students . Consequently , the proposed hypothe s i s  
was accepted : 
There is no significant difference in the mean score 
as measured by the Metropoli tan Mathematics Instructional 
Tes t ,  between Chapter I students receiving traditional 
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instruction ( control group ) and those receiving traditional 
instruction supplemented with CAI ( experimental group ) . 
A verification of homogeneity of s lopes was calculated 
in confirmation of the requirement for Analy s i s  of Covariance .  
The general linear mode l  procedure in SAS was used ( SAS 
Version 5 Ed . , 1 9 8 5 ) . The interaction effect of pretest 
times group had an F value 0 . 0 3 which was not s igni f icant 
with a df ( 1 , 5 0 ) . The F statistic 0 . 0 3 was not s ignif icant 
using an alpha leve l . 1 . Therefore it was conc luded that 
the s lopes were equal in the two groups , confirming 
homogeneity o f  s lope . 
The post score means of achievement score s presented 
in Table I I  ( be fore the covariant ) for both the experimental 
and control scores revealed an increase in scores . The 
increase for the control group was + . 8 8 8 9  and + 5 . 6 6 9  for 
the experimental group . Even though the increase i s  sub­
stantial it is not s ignificant due to the high pretest 
scores of the control group . 
By referring to Table I I I  it can be noted that the 
pretest means of both groups are not equivalent when the 
spec ial treatment ( covariant ) was administered . Looking 
at the posttes t  means in Table I I  which have been adj usted , 
the control mean has been lowered to 1 2 2 . 5 8 6  and the experi­
mental mean has been raised to 1 2 6 . 8 2 8 . This adj ustment 
takes into account the initial difference of the control 
and experimental group pretest score s . 
At Fulton High School there were 6 6  s tudents 
originally assigned to both the experimental and control 
groups . All these students completed the prete st . An 
analys i s  of the attrition indicates an attri tion los s of 
nine students in the control group ( 2 0 % )  and a loss of 
three students in the experimental group ( 4 0 % ) . This was 
attributed to lack of wil lingnes s  to continue with the 
experiment and fami ly re locations during the experiment 
between the times of pretest and pos tte st . 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY , F INDINGS , DISCUSS ION , AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Since the incorporation of microcomputers as an 
instructional aid in mathematics , much time , e ffort , and 
money have been employed t� create computer programs to 
help students memorize s imple skills , learn .concepts , and 
integrate these skills and concepts into today ' s  society . 
Even with all thi s effort , CAI is not being used as 
effectively as pos s ible s imply because educators are uncer­
tain about how to util i ze it more efficiently in the 
curriculum.  Thi s confusion could pos s ibly be due to the 
fact that validating CAI studies were always performed in 
controlled laboratory situations { not classrooms ) whi le 
students participated at a computer mainframe terminal and 
responded to information or questions 'presented to them by 
the system . All of thi s was over seen by profe s s ionals in 
the CAI field and not classroom teachers .  
Summary 
The maj or purpose of thi s  study was to determine the 
effectivene s s  of computer assisted instruction in the class­
room . Math achievement scores of Chapter I s tudents 
receiving only traditional instruction were compared to 
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achievement scores of Chapter I students using computer 
as sisted instruction . ' Chapter I students from grades 9 ,  
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1 0 , 11 , and 1 2  at Fulton High School , Knoxvi lle , Tennessee , 
where chosen . Form J of the Metropolitan Instructional 
Mathematics Test was administered to establish the ini tial 
leve l of students ' mathematical achievement . Thirty- six 
students were in the control group and 18  •tudents were in 
the experimental group . The 1 8  students in the experimental 
group utili zed computers in math instruction and the 3 6  
students i n  the control group did not . To control for 
variation , each group was taught by the same teacher , used 
the s ame textbooks , curriculum guide and materi als . Both 
groups were tested af ter a 13-week program by the Metro­
politan Instructional Mathematics Test , Form J .  The scores 
of both the computer assisted instruction 'group and the 
control group were compared by using an Analysi s  of 
Covariance . The results of thi s  analysis  indicated that 
computer assisted instruction did not result in s ignifi­
cant gains in mathematics achievement of Chapter I s tudents . 
Findings 
The F score obtained for mathemati cs achievement was 
. 3 6 8 9  which was not significant at the . 0 5 confidence leve l 
with ( 1 , 5 0 )  df . The null hypothes i s  proposed in the s tudy 
was accepted : 
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There i s  no signi fi cant di fference in the mean 
score , as measured by the Metropoli tan Mathematics 
Instructional Tes t ,  between Chapter I students receiving 
traditional ins truction ( control group ) and those receiving 
tradi tional instruction supplemented wi th computer as s i s ted 
instruction ( experimental group ) • 
Discus s ion 
The premise of thi s study was to assess the 
effectivenes s  of CAI implemented under as normal classroom 
conditions as pos s ible , deemphas i z ing the control led 
laboratory situations in whi ch mos t  CAI is carried out 
and to perform integration of CAI into the traditional 
clas sroom . There was a review of literature relating to 
various aspects of thi s  integration . First , the basic 
characteristics of CAI were reviewed . These characteris­
tics included the advantages of CAI , the uses of CAI and 
its various modes .  Secondly , research was reviewed into 
the proces s  to be followed in order to evaluate software 
effectively and efficiently . Further research was 
reviewed into the educational learning strategi e s  and 
theories associated wi th using CAI . Each of the se aspects 
were taken into consideration when planning the implementa­
tion of CAI into these Chapter I math classes . 
In examining the results o f  thi s  study , many 
f actors should be kept in mind whi ch could have had an 
e ffect on the conclusion . 
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To faci litate normal day- to-day educational 
practices many compromi ses were made in the experimental 
design whi ch may explain the results . Intact clas ses were 
used ins tead of randomi zing the students . . In the real 
world of educational practice , the scheduling of students 
is determi ned by thei r curricular needs , not experimental 
design .  Also , individual CAI computer time was influenced 
by school activities , s chool holidays , and student 
absenteeism . 
The instrument chosen to measure signi fi cant gains 
may have been inappropriate for the variab le being used , 
and the history of the population chosen may also have had 
an e f fect on the s tudy . ( The two groups that were randomly 
as si gned �s the experimental group had the lowest prete st 
means . Thi s factor should be taken into consideration 
also . ) The effects may have been dif ferent i f  the popula­
tion had been a more diverse group combining students from 
low ,  middle , and high economic backgrounds as we ll as com­
bining s tudents wi th low , middle , and high scholastic 
achievement . 
Another factor that could have influenced the 
results of thi s  s tudy was the lack of a variety o f  teachers 
to implement the experimental teaching method . Wi th a 
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lack o f  teacher variety , ins tructional efforts could be 
eas i ly manipulated ( i . e . , if a teacher is aware of research 
design he/she could eas i ly increase e f forts on controlled 
or experimental instruction} . The results could have been 
di fferent if more than one teacher had conducted the 
experimental treatment throughout the day � 
Also , the overall e f fectivene ss of the Chapter I 
program at Fulton High S chool could have had an e f fect on 
the sub j ects . The results could have been di f ferent i f  
another Chapter I clas s i n  another school had been used . 
Even though the pretest scores o f  both the 
experimental and control groups were not at the same 
initial leve l of skill and results of analys is indicated 
that CAI did not result in any significant gains in 
mathematics achievement , the trend seems to - be that the 
experimental group improved the mos t .  An overview of the 
data shows the gain score pos tte st means of the experimen­
tal group was higher than the control group be fore and 
after the means were adj usted . CAI i s  not the panacea for 
all prob lems in mathematics achievement but the results 
from thi s investigation show CAI is a pos i tive educational 
approach that would bene fit students and can be used to 
enhance learning . 
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Recommendations 
Only a smal l population segment was used with this 
s tudy , therefore the present investigator offers the 
general recommendation that more studies should be taken 
over a longer duration of time with a larger diverse popu­
lation of intact groups despite the nons ignif icance of the 
findings . 
The following research ques tions have been raised : 
1 .  What e f fect did the overall effectivenes s  of the 
Chapter I program at Fulton High School have on the sub­
j ects ? Would the results have been the s ame if another 
Chapter I class in another school had been used? 
2 .  What effect did the limited " ends "  have on the 
results of the s tudy? 
3 .  Would the experimental treatment have a greater 
impact on the sub j ects if the inves tigation was conducted 
over a 1- or 2 -year period? It is pos s ible that the 1 3-week 
treatment did not result in a realistic representation of 
the effects . 
4 .  What effects would the treatment have had on a 
di fferent population , such as a more diverse group of low , 
middle , and hi gh . economi c traits , or low , middle and high 
achievement trai ts ? 
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5 .  Did the personality and teaching technique s of 
the ins tructor e ffect the results of the study? Would the 
resul ts have been di fferent if another or more than one 
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� ,  , j �.��.��� .�.�.���-�f,,ED UCATI On 
>'. 1-19' Telephone (61 5! 544-3600 . 
Kenn•th B•Un. Pmidlnt 
J. W. Conv 
Sarah Moore Green• 
Manlyn Q. JKOD&On 
Robin F. Lash 
0. M. Mitler 
Gone C-It 
Tomm1e A. Walker 
Rov w. w.alece 
Dear Parent ( s )  and Student ( s ) : 
Or. Fred Bedelle, Jr., Superintendent 
October 2 9 ,  1 9 8 4  
I am conducting a study to determine i f  computer-as s i sted instruc­
tion will improve math ski l l  performance of Chapter 1 students . 
Chapter 1 math classes will be randomly divided intp two groups . 
The two groups will be tested . at the beg inning of the study and 
at the end of the study with a standardized te st which measures 
mathema tical skills . The two test scores will then be compared to 
determine the effectiveness of Computer-Assisted Instruction in 
Chapter 1 mathematic clas ses . 
Each group will be taught by the same teacher and wil l use the same 
textbooks , curriculum guide and mater ial s ,  The only difference be­
tween the groups will be the use of the computer in the c la s sroom . 
Any information obtained from the students and students ' achievement 
tests''will be confidential ,  Nowhere in the study will the names of 
the individuals be used . 
Please complete the bottom portion of this letter if your child has 
permission to participate in the study . Have your child return this 
permis sion s l ip to his/her math teacher as quickly as pos s ible Your 
child may withdraw from this study at any time without penalty o f  
any nature . This study is voluntary . 
Please do not hesitate to call or write me if there are any questions : 
RLD : cv 
Robert L .  Davidson 
The University of Tenne s see 
10 Claxton Education Building 
Knoxville , TN 37996-3400 
Phone work - 974-5037 1 home - 5 8 8-1073 
Si�1 : f)� 
Robert L .  Davidson 
--------------------------�----- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I have read the explanation concerning the study of computer-ass isted 
instruction in Chapter 1 cla s ses , 
I g ive my consent for my �hild to participate in the study . 
Name of Child __________________________________ _ 
Parent ' s  Signature __________________________ __ 
Student ' s  Signature ______________________________ _ Date ________________ __ 
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Robert L .  Davidson 
1 0  Claxton Ed . Bldg . 
CAMPUS 
Dear Mr . Davidson : 
October 3 1 ,  1 9 8 4  
The pro j ect which you submitted entitled , " The 
Effectiveness of CAI in Chapter I Math Class e s  at the 
Secondary Level , "  CRP #A- 2 7 4 , has been reviewed . 
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This proj ect comes within the guide lines which 
permit me to certify that the pro j ect i s  exempt from review 
by the Committee on Research Participation . 
The responsibi lity of the proj ect director include s 
the following : 
1 .  Prior approval from the Dean for Research mus t  
b e  obtained before any changes i n  the pro j ect 
are instituted . 
2 .  A s tatement must be submitted ( Form D )  at 1 2-
month intervals attes ting to the current s tatus 
of the proj ect (protocol i s  sti ll in effect , 
pro j ect i s  terminated , etc . ) .  
The Committee wishes you success in your research 
endeavors .  
sew 
S incere ly , 
Mar la Peterson 
Dean for Research 
cc : Dr . c. W .  Minkel , Acting Vice Provost for Research 
Dr . Arnold R. Davi s 
Dr . D .  J .  Dessart 
FORM A 
THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE , KNOXVILLE 
Certification of Exemption from Review 
for Research Involving Human Subjects 
Proj ect Director and Co-Director : 
Address and Phone Number o f  Project Director and Co-Director : 
(For student proj ects , list both student and advisor . )  
Robert L .  Davidson 3700 Sutherland Ave .  
Knoxville , TN 37919 974-5037 
Title of Proj ect : 
The E ffectiveness of CAI in Chapter I Math Classes on the 
Secondary Level 
Department : Education CUrriculum and Instruction 
Supporting Agency and Identification Number ( if known) : 
Estimated starting date and completion date : 1 2/1/84 - 5/1/85 
Grand submission deadline : 
86 
I .  Obj ective ( s )  o f  Proj ect :  The purpose o f  this study is to com­
pare math achievement scores of Chapter I students receiving 
both computer assisted instruction ( CAI )  and traditional 
instruction versus groups receiving only traditional 
instruction . 
I I .  Subj ects ( selection method , population , description) : The 
samples for this study will be 9th , lOth, 11th , and 12th grade 
Chapter I students at Fulton High School (Knox City Schools , 
Tennessee) • Each Chapter I class contains from 9 to 1 2  stu­
dents.  The students who are involved in the Chapter I program 
have failed to achieve 80% of grade level obj ectives on the 
Knoxville Basic Skills Test (grades 1-9) , or failed to demon­
strate proficiency on the State Proficiency Test (grades 10-12 )  . 
( Chapter I Handbook , 1984-85) . The classes will be randomly 
assigned to one or two groups . 
III . Methods or Procedures :  The design to be used in this study 
will be a pretest-posttest control group design . The Metro­
politan Instructional Math Test , Forms J and K will be 
administered as the pretest and postest to both the experimental 
and control group . 
A pretest will be given to establish the initial level of 
their mathematical achievement . During twelve weeks ' treatment ,  
one group will utilize CAI in math instruction and the other 
group will not. Each group will be taught by the same teacher 
and will use the same textbooks , curriculum guide and materials .  
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At the end of the twelve-week period both groups will be post­
tested to determine the ending level of their achievement . The 
scores of the CAI group and the non-CAI group will be compared 
using a T test. 
IV . Category of Exempt Research per 45 CFR 46 : 
( See reverse side of form for Exempt Categories) 
Certification : The research described herein is in compliance with 
45 CFR 46 lOl (b) and presents subj ects with no more than minimal 







Department Head or Chair 
---��---------------of Departmental Review Committee Date 
Dean for Research 
APPENDIX B 
INSTRUCTI ONAL FORMAT 
INSTRUCTIONAL FORMAT 
Name : Sub j ect : __________ __ ---------------
Grade : -------
Date : . Time : ------ -----
Les son P lan Title : 
I .  Long Range Obj ective ( s ) /Unit Goal : 
I I . Instructional Obj ectives : 
I I I . Set : 
IV . Ins truction : 
V .  C ],.osure : 
V I . Options : 
VI I . Reminders : 
VI I I . Self-Evaluation : 
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-----------
INSTRUCTIONAL FORMAT 
Long Range Ob j ective ( s ) /Unit Goal 
• A s tatement of intent , direction , or purpos e  
Long term 
• Broad 
• Timeles s 
• Nonspecific 
Ins tructiona l Obj ectives 
• A statement of anticipated learner outcome that 
is short-term , speci fic , and measurable . 
-- "As a result of this lesson , the learner will 
be able to • 
" 
--Could include particular conditions 
--Could s tate level of performance 
Set 
• Introductory s tatements which would prepare the 
students for the les son 
• Should include motivational aspect 
--Should involve the students actively (warm up 
activities ) 
--Bui ld on previous learning 
--Re late to student ' s  life or real l i fe 
experiences 
• Label the learning ( state learner obj ectives ) 
Ins truction 
Including , but not restricted to : 
· Content--input 
• Materi als--resources--equipment 
• Teacher s trategies --procedures - -alternatives 
--Advance organi zers 
--Moni tor (check for understanding ) and Adj us t  
( alternatives for reteaching ) 
--Modeling (methods the teacher uses to demon-
strate the des ired behavior/ski l l )  
--Provide examples 
--Supervi sed practice 
- -Trans itions 
--As signment 
9 0  
Closure 




--Do one more time 
--wrap i t  up 
--Prepare for what is to come 
• Involve students actively 
Options ( for follow up } 
• Independent practice and enrichment or supplementary 
activi ties to extend the learning 
• Reteach ( us ing a lternative approaches } and independent 
practice 
9 1  
APPENDIX C 
WEEKLY LOG REPORT 
WEEKLY LOG REPORT 
Name ------------------------------
Date ----------------------------
Class Period and Time ---------
Instructional Obj ective : 
Time on Computer ( I f  Applicable ) 
Software Used ( I f Applicable ) 
Independent Practice ------------
9 3  
APPENDIX D 
COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE USED 
COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE USED 
A .  Name of Program : Bas i c  Math Competency Ski ll Bui lding : 
Author : 
Pub li sher : 
Fractions 
Michael P .  Conlon 
Educationa l Activi ties , Inc . 
Des cription of Program : 
Bas i c  Math Competency Ski l l  Bui lding : Fractions 
cons i s ts of eight les s ons whi ch are sequenti a l  in teaching 
ob j ecti ves and build upon the previous program for each of 
the four maj or mathematical operations , and e ach of these 
i s  broken down into three levels of difficulty . This 
program is a combination of dri ll and practice and tutori al . 
B .  Name of P rogram : 
Author : 
Pub lisher : 
Percentages 
Phi lip E .  Bess emer 
Educational Activities , Inc . 
Des cription of Program : 
Percentages cons i s t  of three levels which are 
sequenti al in teaching ob j e ctives and bui lding upon each 
leve l . The leve ls in sequential order are : 
a .  I ntroduction to percents { rewri ting a decimal 
as a percent ) • 
b .  Rewri ting a fraction as a percent . 
c .  Finding a percent o f  a number . 
9 5  
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These percentage levels are des igned to provide the s tudent 
with an explanation of a specific phase of " pe rcent 
problems , "  as wel l  as unlimi ted sets of examp les . Thi s  
program is a combination o f  dri l l  and practice and tutorial. 
APPENDIX E 
OUTLINE OF THE ADVANCED 1 MATHEMATICS 
INSTRUCTIONAL TEST , FORM J 
Test 
Numeration 




Outline of the Advanced 1 Mathematics 
Instructional Test, Form J 
Objective 
30 Completes simple number sequence from 
a pattern 
31 Rounds numbers to nearest 1 0 ,  100 , 
and 1000 






33 Identifies position of rational 
numbers on number line 3 
34 Converts between standard and 
exponential notation 3 
35 Follows directions in a simple flow 
chart 3 
36 Identifies prime and composite 
numbers and prime factors 3 
37 Recognizes when fractions = decimals 
(tenths , hund . , thous . )  3 
38 Can determine greatest common factor 3 
39 Can determine least common multiple 3 
40 Determines solution sets for simple 
inequalities 3 
41 Translates fractional numerals to 
equivalent decimal numerals 3 
25 Selects English units for expressing 
measurements 
26 Selects metric units for expressing 
3 
measurements 3 
27 Knows metric prefixes and relation-
ships among them 3 
3 0  Can estimate measurements-English 
units 3 
31 Can estimate measurements-metric 
units 3 
32 Knows relationships among English and 
metric units 3 
33 Can identify points , lines , and line 
segments 3 
34 Identifies and knows properties o f  
parallel , intersecting , and perpen-
dicular lines 3 
35 Performs + ,  - ,  or x (English units) , 
with changes in units 3 





( 24 items ) 
Operations : 
Whole Numbers 













38 Knows relationships among lines 
(segments , rays) and points 3 
39 Knows relationships between ordered 
pairs of numbers and points on graph 3 
40 Knows relationships among angles 
formed by intersecting and parallel 
lines 3 
41 Determines area of squares ,  
rectangles ,  and right triangles 3 
9ND No limit; number sentence ; dictated 
9NR No limit ; number sentence ;  read 
9NX No limit ; extraneous information ; 
number sentence ;  read 
9SD No limit; solve ; dictated 
9SR No limit; solve ; read 
9SM No limit; multi-step ; solve ; read 
9SX No limit; extraneous information ; 
solve ; read 
9SZ No limit; multi-step ;  extraneous 
information ; solve ; read 
Multiplication 
M3 Basic facts 1-9 ;  missing factor 
MS 2d and ld ; regrouping required 
Division 
D3 Basic facts 1-9 ; missing dividend or 
divisor 
DS 2d and ld ; with remainder 
All operations , unlimited 
A 7 Add ; unlimited 
sa Subtract ;  unlimited 
M7 Multiply ; unlimited 
D7 Divide ; unlimited 
12 Knows associative property of 
and mult . and can use them 
13 Recognizes multiplication and 
division as inverses 




15 Knows meaning of Closure Property 


























(4S items ) 
Graphs & 
Statistics 
( 24 items) 
Objective 
16 Can multiply and divide numbers 
with exponents 
17 Can add and subtract denominate 
numbers 
18 Can multiply and divide denominate 
numbers 
19 Can use Distributive Property of 
Mult. and Division over Add . 
and Subt . 
02 Can add fractions , like denom­
inators , with reducing 
03 Subtracts fractions , like 
denominators , no reducing 
04 Subtracts fractions , like denom-
inators , with reducing 
OS Multiplies 2 fractions , no reducing 
06 Multiplies 2 fractions , with reducing 
07 Can add decimals 
08 Can subtract decimals 
09 Can add fractions and unlike 
denominators 
10 Can subtract fractions with unlike 
denominators 
11 can multiply fractions and whole 
numbers 
12 Can divide 2 fractions 
13 Can divide fractions and whole 
numbers 
14 Can multiply decimals 
lS Can divide decimals 
16 Can compute with percents 
02 Can read bar and picture graphs 
( literal ) 
03 Can draw inferences from bar and 
picture graphs 
04 Can determine probability of an 
independent event 
OS Can read data from a table ( literal ) 
06 Can draw inferences from tabled data 
07 Can determine average (mean) of data 
from a table 
08 Can interpret a frequency distribution 
09 Determine combined probabilities and 
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